New residences in Wättinge near Granängsringen

800 residences in Wättingebacken

An even better Wättingestråket

We plan to build a large number of houses
alongside Granängsringen, in a new residential
area called Wättingebacken. The area will
contain 800 residences in total, several
preschools and accommodations for people
with special needs. There will be buildings
of different types: Apartment buildings built
around a common courtyard, park houses and
terraced houses. Most of the residences will
be tenant-owned apartments. Wättingebacken
together with Wättingestråket forms Wättinge –
a place for people to thrive!

Wättingestråket is the passage running from
Tyresö city centre to the lake Tyresö-Flaten.
At the same time as we plan Wättingebacken,
we are also developing Wättingestråket. A new
park for dogs, improved pedestrian and bicycle
paths and a parkour park are a few of the things
already completed. More improvements are to
come, although it is also in our greatest interest
to preserve the beautiful nature defining
Wättingestråket.
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www.tyreso.se/wattinge

Planning the first phase
It will take several years to plan and build
Wättingebacken. Therefore, we have divided the
project in phases, planning the first phase now.
It is located in the southern part of the area.
Right now we focus on designing the size of the
buildings and their exact position.

Meeting on December 12
Since you live nearby the new residential area,
we would like to know what you think of the first
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designs. Come and see us at an open house on
Granängsringen 24 on December 12, between
01.00-02.00 p.m. and between 06.00-08.00 p.m.
We introduce Wättinge and present images and
sketches. We focus especially on the first phase
of Wättingebacken. See you there!
If you are not able to attend the meeting, please
visit our website to read more about Wättinge
and leave your opinions by email. We would like
to hear from you on January 8 at the latest.

